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Let A c X2 be the diagonal. We consider spaces X, for which X*\A is normal (V-normal 
spaces). in particular, we prove the following assertions: (a) every point of a V-normal weakly 
LindelSf space is a P-point; (b) every V-normal compact space is first-countable; (c) the 
pseudocharacter of each V-normal paracompact Z-space is countable. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54D15 
normal P-point pseudocharacter 
weakly LindelGf G,-point paracompact &space 
For a space X we denote by A the diagonal {(x, x): x E X} irr !he product X x X. 
All spaces considered in this paper are assumed to be regular. In the notations and 
terminology left unexplained we follow [3j. 
nition. A space X is called V-normal if the space X’\A is normal. 
Studying this notion was inspired by Katetov’s result [6] on hereditary normality 
in a product and Gruenhage’s result 14) that particom,pactness of X2\A implies 
metrizability for compact X. It is easy to check thst every V-normal space is normal. 
2. ma [S]. Suppose that X is a V-normal space arnd x E X. If x E ii? for some 
countable M E X\(x), then x is a G&-point in X. 
The idea of arguments of this kind which were realized with different purposes 
in [7,1I] originated with Katetov’s classical paper [6]. 
Recall that a topological space X is weakly Lindeliif if every open cover of X 
has a countable subfamily, the union of which is dense in X. Lindeliif spaces and 
spaces with countable Suslin number are weakly LindelGf. We need the following 
generalization of Lemma 2. 
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Let X2\A E YE X2\{(x, x)} and x E X. Suppose that Y is normal. If x E 
for some weakly Lindelif M E X\(x), then x is a G,-point in X. 
f. Let F1 = {(y, x): y E X\(x)} and F2 = {(x, y): y E X\(x)}. Then F1 and F2 are 
disjoint and closed sets in the normal space Y. Thus there exist open sets U, , U2 c 
X2\A such that FI E U, , F2 c U2 and U1 A U2 = 0. For every point y E M we take 
a neighbourhood W, of x and a neighbourhood V, of y such that W, x V’ c U2. 
A.s M is weakly LindelSf there exists a countable subfamily { V’i: i E o} such that 
M&J(V,: iEo}. Let ycn{Wyi: iEa} and (y,x)~ F1. Let (y,x)~PxQc U1 
where B and Q are neighbourhoods of y and x correspondently. There are i E o 
and z such that zE Qn V,. Then (y, z)~PxQc U1 aFd (y,z)~ Wyi x V,C U2, 
contradicting U, n U2 = $9. Cl 
The next theorem follows directly from Lemma 3. 
Let X be a V-normal space and let X\(x) be weakly Lindeliif for some 
x E X. 7%en x is a G,-point. 
5. Corollary. 7he pseudocharacter of a V-normal space with the Souslin property is 
countable. 
The following two lemmas are obvious. 
6. a. Let X be a weakly Lindeliif space and @ c X. Let @ = Int @. Then @ is 
weakly Lindeliif: 
7. a. The union of a countable family of weakly LindelCf subspaces is weakly 
Lindelii_f: 
Let us recall that a point x of a space X is called a P-point if the intersection of 
every countable family of neighbourhoods of x is again a neighbourhood of x. 
Et,ery point of a V-normal weakly Lindeliif space X is a P-point or a 
G8-poin t. 
f. Let x E X. Suppose that x is not a P-point. Then x E lJ(F;:: i E o), where F; 
are closed in X, and Fi c X\( i E o. By normality of X there exist s @” = X\(x) 
such that IJ(Fi: is n}~ Int , and Gn =Int @“, nEo. Then XE where M = 
U { Gn : n E co}. Lemmas 6 and 7 imply that M is weakly Lindeliif. From Lemma 3 
it follows that x is a G,-point in X. 0 
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e. Let IX]= wl. Fix a point p in X. We define a topology on X by declaring 
open any set A c_ X such that X\A is either countable or includes p. This space is 
a V-normal LindelGf space. The point p is a P-point and is not a C,-point. 
Every Q-normal compact space is first-countable. 
Py Lemma 2 it is sufficient o prove that the tightness of every V-normal 
compact space X is countable. Suppose not. Then there exists a free sequence 
{x,: a! < ol) in X of length o1 [l]. Let FP = {x~: Q %m and @ =n(Fs: p c Ok}. 
Observe that the compact space @ is not first-countable at any point x E a. Indeed, 
let 3 = { Ui: i E O} be a base of @ at X. Put ai = min{ cy : X, E Vi}. We can choose 
p c w1 such that p > ai for every in o. There exists m E o such that XE 
U, c Xi-. Then x~, E Urn, but cy, < /3. This contradiction shows that $33 
is not a base at x. From Lemma 2 it follows that the compact space Qb does not 
contain countable nonclosed subsets. Thus Cp is finite. Without loss of generality 
we can assume that @ = {p} for some point p. We can also assume that X = 
{x,: cy c a~*}. So all points x,, a! c wl, are isolated in X. Let R = {(x,+, , 
: a a a(z) + 1). Then FI n F2 = 0 and for some open sets U1 and U2 we 
have: F, E U, , F2 c U2 and U, n U2 = $3. We can assume that x,(,) @ U, u U2. Clearly 
ZEF,, PEF,, and (p&z U2x U,. We shall show that (U2xU1)n(RuS)=0. 
Indeed,ac+la:(z)+l,ifx,+i E U,,andar<ar(z),ifx,E U,.Then(U2x Q)nR= 
0. Qne can easily see that cu(y)aa(z)+l, if X,(,+ U2$ and Ada, if’ yE LJ,- 
U2 x U,) n S = $3. Hence (p, z) g M, and M n N = 0. We shall prove now, that 
# 0 for every open set V 3 N, where the closure is taken in Y. Let us note 
that for every neighbourhood W of p there exists [( W) < wl, such that {x~: a! > 
E( W)} c W. If this is not true, then there exists a complete accumulation point p’ 
of the free sequence {x, : a c wl} such that p’ Z p. Take cyl < w1 l Suppose now that 
f?fk is defined. Let yk = x,,, Wk = {x: (x, y,J E V}, and LY~+~ = t( I&). Clearly a&+~ 2 
ak+I. I%t zk =&,,+I, and T = ((z,, y,,): n E w}. There exists a point of accumulation 
(z, y) E X2 for T. By Lemma 2 the character of the point (z, y) in X2 is countable 
and we can choose a subsequence (z”,, y”,), k E W, which converges to (z, y). Let 
us consider two cases. 
Case 1: z = y. Let 0 be a neighbourhood of y in X. Then {&& x 0 is a 
neighbourhood of the point (x,(,, , y) E Observe that a(y) > CY,~ + 1 for every k; 
hence u(y) > CY, for all n E W. Take k ch that ynk E 0 if k > k, l Since K, = 
b: (%Y"k)E VI, %ak+l=5t ,I ad ~Y)>s+~, we have u,)E and 
(x,,,, 9 Yflk ) E K Nence the closure of V in Y = X*\A contains the point (xp”,y), y). 
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Case 2: z # y. Let 0’ and 0 be some neighbourhoods of the points z y. Take 
k, such that zn, E 0’ and y,, E 0 if I, k > k, . We have: W,, = {x: (x, yn, ) E a”k+l= 
e( W,,). Thus if we choose Z> kl such that nl > nk + 1, we will have cy,, > Q++~, i.e., 
zn, E W,, and (z”,, yn, ) E V. Therefore (z, y ) E c Hence M n P # 0, which contradicts 
normality of Y. Thus the tightness of X is countable, and the theorem is proved. 0 
In a similar way one can prove that a compact space X is first- 
if for every’ x E X there exist spaces Yx such that X2\A c Yx C_ X2\{(x, x)} and 
spaces Yx are normal. One can use Lemma 3 instead of Lemma 2 in the proof of 
Theorem 10. In the case YP = X’\{( p, p)} one can take also M = {(x,, x,): a! < o(r)}, 
N = ((p, x,): ar <w(r)} (see [9]), where T = r( p, X) [3, p. 861, So normality of 
X’\{(P, P)) implies x(p, X) SW for compact X. Let us note here that the space 
X\(x) is Lindeliif if X is a compact space and x(x, X) G w. Thus a compact space 
X is first-countable at a point x if and only if X2\{@, x)} is normal. 
In connection with Theorem 10 it is natural to raise the following problem: Is 
every V-normal countably compact space first-countable? A more detailed analysis 
of the proof of Theorem 10 shows that the answer is positive if the character of a 
space X is less or equal ol. 
12. Example. The two arrows space X [3,3.1O.C] is perfectly normal, but X is not 
V-normal. Indeed @ = {((x, 1 ), (x, 0)): 0 c x c 1) is a closed discrete subset of X2\A, 
I@1 = 2”, and X2\A is separable. 
Nyikos [lo] constructed a compact hereditarily separable V-normal perfectly 
normal nonmetrizable space, assuming MA + 1CH. The authors do not know of a 
“naive” example of a compact separable nonmetrizable V-normal space. 
Let us recall that a space X is of pointwise countable type if for every point x E X 
there exists a compact set F(x) E X such that x E F(x) and x( F(x), X) G w. Note 
that all p-spaces and Tech-complete spaces are of pointwise countable type. The 
following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1U. 
Every V-normal space of pointwise countable type is first-countable. 
Theorem 10 and well-known results [3, 3.3.18, 3.1.29, 3.12.12(e)] immediately 
imply the next propositions. 
space). 
Every V-normal k-space (k’-space) is a sequential space (a Frichet 
osition. Every V-normal compact space has cardinality ~6. 
Every V-normal dyadic space is metrizable. 
In particular, every V-normal compact group is metrizable. The next result is an 
improvement of this assertion. 
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Every V-normal pseudocompact group is metrizable. 
roof. Every nondiscrete pseudocompact topological group G has a countable 
nonclosed subset [8]. It follows from Lemma 2 that the pseudocharacter of G is 
countable. Thus G is a metrizable compact space [2, 1.131. Cl 
. Let X be a paracompact Z-space and x E X. lhen either x is a G,-point 
in X or there exists a compact space B c X such that x E B and x is not isolated in B. 
roof. As X is a paracompact C-space there exist a a-discrete closed collection 9 
and a cover % of X by compact sets, such that, whenever C E % and C E U 
with U open, then C E FE LJ for some FE 9. Let S=U{&: nE w} and 9,, is 
discrete, n E w. Let @J” =U{FES,,: FcX\{x}}. Let v~(X\{x})\u{@“: nE@}, 
and y E C E %. Then x E C. Suppose that the point x is isolated in every compact 
space C such that x E C, i.e., C = {x} u K, where K is a compact space. Take open 
disjointsets Vand WsuchthatxEVandKE W.Letq={F&?CcFc,Vu W}. 
As .F,, is discrete, Iq 0 S,, 16 1. So 191 s w. Let p=(F\W: FEq}={P,,: nEw}, and 
z, E (nU%: k s n))\({ Zi: i<n}u{x}), nE(lu. If ]n{pk: kSn}l3o for every nEo, 
then {zn : n E w} is a sequence converging t:~ x. But thi , is impossible. So there exist 
F ,, . . . , F, E q such that (n{fi: i s m}) n (X\(x)) is closed in X. Therefore X \{x) 
is covered by a countable family of closed subsets of X. Hence x is a G,-point 
inX. 0 
The pseudocharacter of a V-normal paracompact Z-space is countable. 
roof. If a point x of a paracompact Z-space X is not a G,-point in X, then by 
Lemma 18, x is a nonisolated point of a compact subspace B E X, which is V-normal. 
By Theorem 10, B is a first-countable space. Thus x is a limit point for some 
countable subset ME B\(x). Therefore, by Lemma 2, x is a G,-point in X. •J 
It should be pointed out that it is proved in [5] that X2\A is paracompact implies 
a much stronger conclusion; namely that X has a G,-diagonal. 
. Corollary. If a V-normal Lindeliif Z-space G is a topological group, then there 
exists a countable network in G. 
roof. Since the pseudocharacter of G is countable, G has a Gs-diagonal [Z, 1.81. 
But a C-space with a G6-diagonal has a c-discrete network, i.e., G is a a-space. 
Every Lindeliif a-space has a countable network. Cl 
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